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Abstract. This paper explores some effects that occur when using laser ultrasound to scan 
defective samples. Surface defects can often propagate at an angle to the surface; however, for 
calibration, slots machined normal to the surface of the sample are typically used. Several 
interesting angle-dependent effects are observed when Rayleigh waves interact with angled 
surface defects, and are explored here using measurements and models for a scanning laser 
detector (SLD) or scanning laser line source (SLLS) scanned across the defect. Reflection and 
transmission coefficients are calculated for different crack angles and lengths. Additionally, 
interesting angle-dependent effects are observed in the Rayleigh wave amplitude and frequency 
enhancements in the near field when using SLD or SLLS. 

1.  Introduction 
Ultrasound has proven to be a suitable technique for characterising surface cracks, particularly by 
analysing the reflection or transmission of Rayleigh waves, which have both in-plane (IP) and out-of-
plane (OP) components [1-3]. Previous work on slot defects machined normal to the surface has 
shown that the transmission of broadband Rayleigh waves can be analysed in both the time and 
frequency regimes and used as a measure of crack length [4,5]. Real cracks, however, can propagate at 
an angle to the surface normal; for example rolling contact fatigue (RCF) in rails which propagates at 
around 25º to the surface. For this reason, our work considers a range of crack angles and lengths and 
the effect they have on surface waves, using both experimental and modelling techniques. Far field 
effects, such as the reflection and transmission coefficients of a Rayleigh wave following interaction 
with a crack, are explored for a wide range of angles and lengths. Enhancements in the near-field have 
been previously observed with a scanning laser detection (SLD) or scanning laser line source (SLLS) 
for limited number of angles [2,3,6], and this work considers these enhancements for a wider range of 
crack angles.  

2.  Model and experimental details 
A 3D finite element method model using PZFlex was used to explore the interaction of ultrasound 
with surface cracks. The model used a loading force derived from a laser pulse duration of 10 ns, 
applied onto the sample in the form of dipoles [7,8] for SLD calculations. For the SLLS technique, to 
avoid complication of the boundary conditions as the laser generation passes over the crack and the 
crack walls are free to expand, our approach used the heat-mechanical bridge mode in PZFlex, with 
the temporal and spatial temperature profile of the laser line source considered [7,9]. This creates a 
material expansion which in turn generates ultrasound waves on the material. For SLD and SLLS 
model samples, all surfaces apart from the top and the crack faces were assigned to be ‘Absorbing’, 



 
 
 
 
 
 

simulating a larger sample, with symmetry applied to improve model efficiency. Figure 1 shows the 
location of generation and detection points for the SLD case with the detection point scanned across 
the crack, while for SLLS scans the generation and detection positions are switched and the generation 
line source scanned.  

 

 

  
Figure 1.  Model and experimental sample details. 
The SLD technique is shown and for SLLS the 
source and detection were reversed. Dimensions in 
mm. 
 

Experimental scans were performed on aluminium samples with dimensions 150x150x50mm, 
using a non-contact laser-ultrasound system. The dimensions were chosen such that bulk acoustic 
waves (BAW) would not interfere with the Rayleigh wave. A Nd:YAG laser with 10ns rise time was 
used to generate surface waves in the thermoelastic regime. The laser beam was focused into a line of 
approximate dimensions 6 mm by 300 μm, to enhance generated ultrasound in a direction which is 
perpendicular to the line, in addition to increasing the frequency content of the generated surface 
waves [10,11]. A two-wave mixer interferometer from IOS was used to detect OP displacements on 
unpolished aluminium surfaces. Fabricated aluminium samples with crack angles from 30º to 150º 
relative to the surface, and a fixed length d of 2 mm, were used. Generated models had defect angles 
ranging from 10º to 170º and lengths from 1 to 4 mm.  

3.  Far field: reflection and transmission coefficients 

(a) (b)

Figure 2.  OP reflection and transmission coefficients for selected normalised crack lengths from 0.14 
to 1.11, where (a) shows a general increase of reflection coefficient as d/λ increases, while (b) shows a 
decrease of transmission coefficient as d/λ increases. 
 

We first explore the effect of crack angle and length on Rayleigh reflection and transmission 
coefficients, using both model and experimental data. OP reflection coefficients were calculated from 
A-Scan data as the amplitude ratio of reflected Rayleigh over incident Rayleigh wave. Figure 2(a) 
shows the model (line and open squares) and experimental (filled squares) reflection coefficients for a 
crack length to central wavelength ratio of d/λ = 1.11, where λ is the central wavelength of the 
broadband incident pulse, showing very good agreement. The same figure also shows reflection 
coefficients for smaller d/λ of 0.55, 0.28 and 0.14, showing a progressive decrease of amplitude, as 
expected when considering the broadband nature of the pulse and the fact that the majority of the 
energy in the Rayleigh wave is contained within one wavelength of the sample surface. Corresponding 
calculations were performed for the transmission coefficients using model and experimental data, with 
the coefficient also measured more than three wavelengths past the crack opening. Figure 2(b) shows 
the model and experimental transmission coefficients for d/λ = 1.11, showing very good agreement. 
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The same figure also shows calculated transmission coefficients for smaller d/λ, showing the expected 
change in transmission coefficient. It is evident that a variation in transmission with angle must be 
considered when comparing results from real defects and calibrations based on slots which are 
machined normal to the surface [12]. 

4.  Near field: amplitude and frequency enhancements 
An enhancement in both the amplitude and frequency content of Rayleigh waves has been observed 
when scanning close to a crack which is normal to the sample surface [3,6,9]. The behaviours were 
explored using both SLD and SLLS techniques, and using other non-contact ultrasonic techniques. We 
consider here the effect crack angle has on these enhancements, which has previously been ignored.  

Figure 3(a) shows the calculated amplitude enhancement from both experimental and modelled 
data for the SLD technique, where the enhancement was calculated as the ratio of the highest 
amplitude in the windowed Rayleigh arrival time, which occurs close to the edge of the crack, to the 
incident Rayleigh wave amplitude. Modelled and experimental data show very good agreement, with a 
slightly reduced enhancement in the experimental data due to the larger detection point size [6]. Model 
and experimental data show an approximately exponential dependence on angle; a fit was performed 
using model data excluding the 10º angle crack, and is shown as a solid line. As a reference, the 
horizontal line indicates a ratio of 1, i.e. no enhancement. An enhancement increase is clearly visible 
as the crack angle decreases, with significant angle dependence for angles < 60º. Positive interference 
of reflected Rayleigh and mode converted waves contribute to this enhancement, as has previously 
been reported for cracks normal to the surface [1,6], but the very large enhancement that occurs for 
shallow crack angles requires further investigation, which will be reported in a later work [13].  

Similar analysis was performed for the SLLS technique, shown in Figure 3(b), where only a few 
data points are shown due to models taking considerably longer to run than SLD. In this case, the 
enhancement is due to interference effects, but also source truncation and changing boundary 
conditions [8,9]. Overall, like the SLD amplitude enhancement vs. crack angle, the enhancement 
during SLLS also has an angle dependence, but this is much less significant than that observed using 
SLD. 

 

(a) (b)

Figure 3.  OP amplitude enhancement factors of both modelled and experimental scans for d/λ = 1.11, 
where (a) shows SLD, and (b) SLLS technique. 
 

Finally we look at the frequency enhancement that occurs when scanning across a defect using the 
SLD technique. Two contrasting cases were selected from modelled outputs of d/λ = 1.11 for a 90º and 
a 20º crack angle. A magnitude fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a window around the expected 
Rayleigh arrival time OP displacement was performed at each position in the scan and stacked into a 
frequency B-Scan [9]. The corresponding scans for 90º and 20º are shown in Figure 4(a) and (c), 
where the crack is at 45.5 mm. Frequency enhancement factors were calculated by comparing the FFT 
at the edge of the crack with that away from the crack (dotted horizontal lines on Figure 4(a) and (c)), 
and the corresponding relative magnitudes for a range of frequencies are shown in Figure 4(b) [9]. 
Scans for the 90º crack show a relatively small enhancement throughout the frequency range, while 



 
 
 
 
 
 

the 20º crack shows considerably larger enhancements. The vertical lines indicate peaks for the 20º 
crack, occurring at 0.3 and 2.7 MHz. High frequency enhancements due to non-linear effects have 
been reported for SLS [9]; enhancements at the Rayleigh central frequency, 0.81 MHz, are 23.5 and 
2.1 for 20º and 90º respectively, which are similar to the enhancement in Figure 3(a); enhancements 
occurring at frequencies lower than the Rayleigh central frequency will be discussed in a future 
publication [13]. 

 

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. Magnitude FFT B-scan of 
OP displacement model output using 
SLD technique for (a) 90º crack and 
(c) 20º crack, and their corresponding 
frequency enhancement factors (b). 
 

5.  Conclusion 
Modelled reflection and transmission coefficients using the SLD technique agree well with 
experimental data for crack angles from 30º to 150º. It is evident that variations in both reflection and 
transmission coefficients with angle must be considered when comparing results from real defects 
with calibrations based on slots which are machined normal to the surface. It was also shown for the 
SLD technique that very large amplitude enhancements occur at shallow crack angles, with significant 
angle dependence observed when comparing enhancements with those from cracks normal to the 
surface [6,8,13]. Amplitude enhancements were obtained with the SLLS technique and again show 
angle dependence, but at a much lower scale. For SLD, a larger frequency enhancement was found at a 
small angle of 20º than with the 90º crack angle for a large range of frequencies. These amplitude and 
frequency enhancement techniques could potentially be used to identify cracks at different angles in 
real samples, and used as a fingerprint of the position of a defect. 
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